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Callaghan, Michael (JUS) 

From: Dave OLE [dle6425@hotmail.comj 

Sent: March 9, 2012 10:23 AM 

To: Callaghan, Michael (JUS) 

Subject: joseph macloed 

Good morning, 

I spoke with Mr.Macloed yesterday at just after 2pm. He called me at the office just before I left for the 
day. 

He informed me of the following; 

he does require open heart surgery. This was confirmed by Dr Morgan, a heart specialist at Sunnybrook 
Hospital on Monday March 5th. 

The surgery will be performed within the next 3-4 weeks, by Dr. Frenes at Sunnybrook. He has to 
undergo a series of 4 pre surgery tests, the first of which is now scheduled for Monday March 12th, the 
day of trial. 

He has been told by doctors that he will be in hospital for approximately 5-7 days following the surgery, 
assuming there are no complications, followed by a period of convelesence at home of approxiamtely a 
month. 

That puts him in a position of being able to attend court sometime around late May, early June 2012. 
That's if everything goes well and and he recovers as planned. He is 81 so really, anything could happen. 

All of this information can be confirmed by doctors notes or letters, however, he is not able to obtain 
anything in writing that can be forwarded to the court for this morning. He is currently resting with 
friends somewhere up north until he attends the hospital on Monday. and proVided me with two phone 
numbers where he can be reached ( 

I have no proof beyond his word at this point, that any of this is true. I also have no evidence to suggest 
he is lying and I can only pass along the information that I'm being proVided. He reiterated his strong 
desire and committment to attend court and have his opportunity to testify in regards to this case. 

Dave Eustace 
Det 6425 

03/09/2012
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